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1. Public Acceptance of Nuclear Power.

It is widely adopted that modern energy production technologies (and a nuclear power among
them) have to be economically attractive, safe enough, provided with resources and publicly
acceptable. In such case they could be convinced of winning the competition with other
technologies in the future

But now nuclear industry is going through a period of stagnation. After the euphoria of 70-th
the catastrophes on TMI-2 and Chernobyl have affected very seriously on the rate of the
construction of new plants and changed drastically a public perception of nuclear power
problems. Later on an unacceptance of nuclear power is spreaded and became a real
obstacle for nuclear progressing in some countries. Now only in South-East Asia it can see
some development in atomic area.

Of course, the objective advantages of nuclear power such as

- practically unlimited the resources of the fuel,

- small transport and operation expenses,

- nonconsumption of the oxygen 

- neglected releases of greenhouse gases,

are indisputable and will determine in the future the real scale of nuclear energy production.

But now a problem of nuclear energy unacceptance is seems very hard to be resolved.

To change a situation and ensure the approval of nuclear power in the society it needs to
shatter the myths about extraordinary danger and risks of the nuclear energy.

A dramatic example of over-estimation of the impact of the radiation on the health of
population is a Chernobyl case. A great contribution in a multiplica- tion of the rumours an
artificial exaggeration the scale of the accident were made by the newspapers, journalists
and politicians.

As it can be observed in the reports [ 1 2 a real accident scale has corresponded a large
industrial misfortune, but the latest post-accident counter-measures, mass relocation in
particularly, have been excessive and created enormous non-radiation detriments. These last
consequences have created the Chernobyl myth as a global disaster. Clear reassessment of
the results of that big nuclear accident is assumed to help getting more public acceptance of
nuclear energy.
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2. The Risks and Detriments.

The modern decision-making is based on a comparison the alternatives to find optimal way of
resolving the problems. Taking into account the positive and negative factors influenced on
public and environment it is possible to compare various scenarios of energy development in
the country.

In the analyses of the development of energy technologies such factors as a pollution, waste,
accidents with impact on health and environmental well-being are the very important
arguments in the energy policy choice. In assessment of real consequences and a
comparison between different energy scenarios it could be considered that the risk indices
and in particularly the changes in life expectancies are proper factors. A selection have to
assure such social consequences as the positive changes in life expectancies. Best case has
to promise a biggest increase of life expectancy.

It is possible to believe, that the comparison between energetic alternatives, the results of
analyses of the various risks and potential detriments will be favourable for nuclear power.
The information of the society about such analyses can be considered as a right way to
change public attitude and win a public acceptance.

But what is a risk?

In English a word "risk" has double meaning of the nature of a harmful event and the
probability of the event 34 ]. Now it is adopted to notify the risk as a proba- bility of some
detriments, harmful consequences some event. But for very seldom event the value of the
risk is very small and not easily to be assessed. Very often a risk is considered as a
probability to perish, to loose the life. But everybody will be at a loss if he or she will be
informed that a mortality risk of motor-cycling equals 31 0,3 per year. That is why it was
proposed to describe the dangerous sequences with a more understandable term, a loss of
life expectancy [ 5 ]. This term means the duration of the life, which can be expected to be
lost from some event or a situation. Causes of loss of the life can include the diseases,
accidents, air pollution, natural hazards, socioeconomic factors, Rn and other radiation etc.

A general methodology of risk analysis is presented in many publications and in particularly in
6 

For risk analyses the demographical data have to be used, so called life tables and the
values l,4 a)- death rates for a person at the age a from specific i-th cause have to be
determined. The survival function Hj(t)

t
H,(t = e x p f M i (a d t)

0

is defined as the probability that a person will escape the death from i-th cause during the
period of the time t from the birthday or from all causes as

H(t)=exp(Tlt(a)da -

where 0

l,t(a)=1l.4(a) a sum of death rates from all causes for a person at the age a 

The total life expectancy is calculated as T f H (t)dt

0
For the persons at the age a the probability to be alive year more can be calculated as

a +r
H(a,,r = e XP(_ f y (t)dt = H (a ) / H (a)

a

A life expectancy for a person at the age a equals T(a)= -f H(a,,r)d .
0
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A loss of life expectancy, caused by action of the i-th given factor is determined as

8Ti=f [ H'(a)-H(a) ]da- where H(') a) a survival function without
0

i-th death cause. Such analysis can be made for assessment quit different acting factors- from
impacts the smoking, air pollution, accidents, unemployment up to radiation. A very detailed
review of such estimations is presented in 6.

For us it is important that such approach can be used for a comparisons between energetical
alternatives, for a comparisons the detriments and benefits of some activities.

3. A Chernobyl accident consequences.

In the framework of Chernobyl research programs some assessment of efficiency of post-
accident counter-measures have been made 2 The calculations were based on Risk
Analysis Methodology (MAR) and Data Bank (BARD). As an example on Fig 1 an annual
cancer mortality for population of Bryansk region is presented. It can see that a contribution
of radiogenic cancer is rather small. But an influence of the non-radiogenical factors,
connected with relocation, changes of life stile were very large. Such relocation has been
undertaken as a result of adoption a very low level of the intervention criteria, just made in
the atmosphere of radio-phobia. These actions could be considered now as a result of
misunderstanding, mental sensitivity to rumours. It is important to remember that these time
the authorities have been worried with election troubles and therefore have executed all
possible actions without realistic assessment the consequences.
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Fig 1. Annual mortality rate from spontaneous and radiogenic cancers due to the Chernobyl

accident per 105 person at the age 0-1 8 year at the time of accident as a function of time

after accident.

4. The risks and benefit of future energy production.

Just before end of our age a lot attention are being paid for forecasting the futureand an

energy production trend in particularly Typically it is declared that energy production will be
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twice relatively the up-to-date level during next 50 years. But much concern is expressed
about harmful greenhouse gases. Which way will be chosen by energy producers?

In assessment the impacts of different energy scenarios a Catalog of Risk proposed by
B.Cohen [ 5 ] can be used. There an estimation of the loss of life expectancy is given for
various harmful factors for USA conditions ten years ago.
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